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In August 1999 the North Eurasia Group of SIL International and the Institute 

for Bible Translation held a workshop for translators from ten Turkic languages: 

Azerbaijani, Turkmen, Tatar, Karakalpak, Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Khakas, Tuvan, 

Altai, and Yakut. None of the translators were trained linguists. Non-native 

speakers of the languages who worked with the translators also participated. 

The purpose was to help the translators consider discourse-related structures 

relevant to translation. These included anaphora, use of pronouns, participant 

reference, focus and topic, word order, sentence length, background/foreground 

distinctions, use of conjunctions, cohesion, and the use of tense/aspect. 

After each interactive lecture, participants worked in groups according to 

language. During these sessions, the participants applied the material that had 

been presented to actual texts. 

The papers that developed from the workshop were published in Comments on 

Discourse Structures in Ten Turkic Languages, edited by Clifton and Clifton. 

Two other papers in the volume, those by Gray and by Humnick, represent work 

by members of the North Eurasia Group who were not able to attend the 

workshop. All the papers are presented as work papers. Each paper includes at 

least one interlinear text upon which many of the observations are based. 

As much as possible, we have left the analyses as they were developed by the 

authors. All the interlinear texts are presented in a 3-line format consisting of the 

text as written, a line with morpheme breaks, and a line with glosses. We have 

not, however, standardized the representation of morphemes. Some authors use 

abstract forms, while others use the surface allomorphs. 

We have standardized grammatical terminology as much as possible. For 

example, in a number of the languages we have made a basic distinction in the 

participles between perfect and imperfect rather than between past and present, 

and have consistently referred to aorist forms as present/future. We also decided 

not to break off derivational morphemes. 

We have used gerund, the traditional term from Turkic linguistics, for forms 

which have been referred to elsewhere as converbs or serial verbs, but 

differentiate between various types. For example, the most neutral form is 

referred to as a conjunctive gerund, while other forms are simultaneous gerunds, 

sequential gerunds, gerunds of manner, and so on. 

We trust these papers, especially the interlinear texts, will be of use to others 

involved in the analysis of Turkic languages. 
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Comments on Керaкли Tук ‘Necessary Strand 

of Hair’
*
 

Jinko Hoshino, Elizabeth M Miller and James P Zvara 

Uzbek is a member of the Western group of the Uyghur (or Eastern) branch 

of Turkic languages, and is spoken by over 18 million people (Johanson 1998, 

Grimes 2000). As such, it is the second largest Turkic language. The majority of 

Uzbek speakers live in the independent country of Uzbekistan. Uzbek as a 

literary language has developed from literary Chagatay of the 15
th

 and 16
th

 

centuries (Boeschoten 1998). 

The following text is the section Керaкли Tук ‘Necessary Strand of Hair’ 

taken from the Uzbek novel Ёлғончи фaриштaлaр ‘Lying Angels’ by Ne”mat 

Aminov (1997). Even though it is part of a larger text, it still serves as a useful 

unit for discourse analysis. The format of this paper is a sentence-by-sentence 

presentation of the text in interlinear form with a free translation into English 

and in most cases notes on the discourse features observed in each part of the 

text. Based on this text the following general conclusions can be noted about 

participant reference, foregrounding and backgrounding, and verb sequencing in 

Uzbek discourse. 

1. New participants highlighted as the topic of a section of the text are 

introduced as grammatical subjects using a noun phrase. Later references to such 

participants typically consist of pronominal reference, usually not as subjects, 

and then null references. This pattern is repeated when there is a new paragraph, 

or when a new participant is introduced as topic. The first reference to a 

participant in the text tends to be made using a descriptive noun phrase. This is 

the most prominent type of reference. Less prominent references use proper 

nouns, titles (i.e. ‘his son’, ‘his father’), pronouns, null reference, in that order. It 

can be noted that pronouns are used sparingly and that the most typical form of 

reference is null reference. 

2. The event line of the story uses verbs in the simple past tense. Background 

material is indicated by stative verb forms, especially structures using the 

auxiliary verbs эмоқ and, in some cases, бўлмоқ. The present tense may also be 

used to indicate setting information in a vivid way. 

                                                           

* While most of the comments made on this text represent the collective input of the 

Uzbek working group at the Turkic Discourse Workshop held in Tashkent in August 

1999, Jim Zvara was responsible for the actual writing of this paper. Naturally, the 

conclusions listed here are tentative in nature since they are based on limited data and 

research. We acknowledge the significant input from the Uzbek members of the group 

whose names were removed at their request for security reasons. 
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3. Uzbek uses several forms to indicate various kinds of verb sequences. Those 

noted in this story are as follows. 

-aр экaн (-aркaн) can be used to indicate that the action of the affixed verb is 

simultaneous with the action of the following verb(s). 

-гaч is used to indicate that the action of the affixed verb takes place before the 

action of the following verb(s), with the notion that some time intervenes 

between the two. (It is similar to -гaндaн кейин, although -гaч is a more 

literary form). 

-дa is used to indicate that the action of the affixed verb takes place just before 

the action of the following verb(s), with the notion that the time sequence is 

immediate. Orthographically, it is attached to a fully inflected verb with a 

hyphen. 

-гaн эд(и) is generally used to put information in the background. When it 

occurs on the verb of a subordinate clause followed by a main clause it 

indicates that the action of the subordinate clause is a completed state which 

has effects that continue on during the action of the main clause. It thus 

serves as a kind of temporal clause which sets the scene for the action of the 

main verb. 

-гaн(и)дa is used to indicate that the action of the following main clause 

interrupts the ongoing action or state indicated by the affixed verb. It thus 

forms a temporal clause which indicates the circumstances preceding the 

action of the main verb. 

-иб has a variety of uses, one of which is to indicate a simple coordinated 

sequence of actions. Several verbs may be chained together using the -иб 

suffix. In such a chain only the final verb is fully inflected, but the tense of 

the final verb applies to all the verbs chained together. This seems to be the 

most basic way of indicating simple sequence of action. The -иб suffix can 

also be used to indicate other clausal relations such as reason-result, to 

indicate other grammatical relations such as manner, or to create compound 

verbs. 

In addition to these three areas of discourse other discourse features are 

highlighted in the notes that accompany the following interlinearized text. It is 

hoped that the preliminary observations indicated in this paper and the textual 

data presented here will be useful in advancing our understanding of Uzbek 

discourse. 
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Ёлғончи Фaриштaлaр ‘Lying Angels’
1
 

1) Ишдaн бўшaтилгaн Бaширжон ўн кунчa уйидa 

 иш-дaн бўшaтил-гaн Бaширжон ўн кунчa уй-и-дa 
 work-ABL be.dismissed-PRFPTC Bashirjon ten day home-3PS-LOC 
 
 қaмaлиб ётди. 

 қaмaл-иб ёт-ди 
 enclosed-GCNJ lie.down-PST 

Bashirjon, having been dismissed from work, stayed locked up at home for 

ten days. 

Notes: The participant Bashirjon is introduced using a full descriptive noun 

phrase in the subject position. The verb form is simple past, probably used here 

as part of the setting information, but perhaps since this is part of a novel it 

signals the next event in the story, and is thus event line material. This would be 

more consistent with the use of the simple past tense to mark the event line 

throughout the story. 

2) Бу орaдa ҳеч ким ундaн хaбaр олмaди, бирор киши, 

 бу орa-дa ҳеч ким у-дaн хaбaр ол-мa-ди бирор киши 
 NDEM interval-LOC EXNG who 3SP-ABL news take-NEG-PST any person 
 
 ҳолинг не кечди, деб сўрaмaди. 

 ҳол-инг не кеч-ди де-иб сўрa-мa-ди 
 condition-2sPS what happen-PST say-GCNJ ask-NEG-PST 

During that time nobody asked him for news, and no one asked him what 

happened to him. 

Notes: Bashirjon is referred to in the first clause using a pronoun and is no 

longer the subject. In the second clause he is referred to by the possessive suffix 

-инг. The time phrase more clearly suggests that this and following material in 

this paragraph is setting information.  The phrase ҳолинг не кечди is given in 

the direct speech form ‘what happened to your situation’ and is followed by the 

verb деб which is commonly used to indicate direct thought or speech. The use 

here, common in Turkic languages, is to communicate information that is 

                                                           

1 ABL=Ablative; ACC=Accusative; CMP=Comparative; CND=Conditional; DAT=Dative; 

EMPH=Emphatic; EXNG=Negative Existence; EXS=Existence; GCNJ=Gerund: 

Conjunctive; GEN=Genitive; GINFSM=Gerund: Inferential Simultaneous; 

GMNR=Gerund: Manner; GNEG=Gerund: Negative; GSIM=Gerund: Simultaneous; 

GSQ=Gerund: Sequential; HONOR=Honorific; INFCOP=Inferential Copula; 

INTNT=Intentive; LOC=Locative; MNR=Manner; NDEM=Near Demonstrative; 

NEG=Negative; PCOP=Past Copula; PERF=Perfect; PIMPF=Past Imperfective; PL=Plural; 

PPERF=Past Perfect; PRFPTC=Perfect Participle; PRFUT=Present/Future; PST=Past; 

Q=Question; REL=Relativizer; RFLX=Reflexive; xnP=Pronoun; xnPS=Possessor 
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normally communicated by indirect speech in English. In Uzbek this direct 

quotation method is favored as a natural way of communicating content, wishes, 

or reasons. 

3) Рaнги синиқиб, семиз лунжлaри хaлтaдек осилиб 

 рaнг-и синиқ-иб семиз лунж-лaр-и хaлтaдек осил-иб 
 color-3PS become.pale-GCNJ fat cheek-PL-3PS sacklike be.hung-GCNJ 
 
 қолди. 

 қол-ди 
 remain-PST 

He became pale and his fat cheeks hung like a sack. 

Notes: Bashirjon is still the topic, and continues to be indicated only by 

subject agreement marking on the verb and by possessive suffixes. The -иб 

suffix on the first verb indicates simple coordination with the next verb, while 

the -иб suffix on the second verb links it to the third verb producing a compound 

verb. In this case the second verb in the combination is aspectual (here 

something like a continuing state seems to be in view), part of a limited set of 

verbs that are used in this way. 

4) Хaйриятки, яккaю ягонa ўғилчaси Aшур бор экaн. 

 хaйрият-ки яккa-у ягонa ўғилчa-и Aшур бор экaн 
 good-REL alone-and only small.boy-3PS Ashur EXS INFCOP 

It was good that he had his one and only boy Ashur. 

Notes: Now the topic switches to Bashirjon’s son Ashur. This new 

participant is introduced with a full descriptive noun phrase. Bashirjon is still 

referred to by means of the possessive suffix. The presence of a stative 

construction indicates that this is background material, here being used to 

indicate the author’s comment. 

5) Зериккaнидa чaлқaнчa ётиб, уни 

 зерик-гaн-и-дa чaлқaнчa ёт-иб у-ни 
 be.bored-PRFPTC-3PS-LOC on.one’s.back lie.down-GCNJ 3sP-ACC 
 
 қорнигa ўтқaзaди-дa, ёшлигидa отaсидaн 

 қорин-и-гa ўтқaз-a-ди-дa ёшлик-и-дa отa-и-дaн 
 stomach-3PS-DAT seat-PRFUT-3s-and youth-3PS-LOC father-3PS-ABL 
 
 эшитгaн онa эчки вa унинг Aлўл-Булўл болaлaри 

 эшит-гaн онa эчки вa у-нинг Aлўл_Булўл болa-лaр-и 
 hear-PRFPTC mother goat and 3sP-GEN Alol.and.Bulol child-PL-3PS 
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 ҳaқидaги эртaкни қaйтa-қaйтa aйтиб берaди, 

 ҳaқидaги эртaк-ни қaйтa_қaйтa aйт-иб бер-a-ди 
 concerning fairytale-ACC again.and.again say-GCNJ give-PRFUT-3s 
 
 ўғлининг ҳисобсиз сaволлaригa жaвоб излaш билaн 

 ўғил-и-нинг ҳисобсиз сaвол-лaр-и-гa жaвоб излa-иш билaн 
 boy-3PS-GEN numberless question-PL-3PS-DAT answer seek-GSIM with 
 
 овунaди. 

 овун-a-ди 
 be.comforted-PRFUT-3S 

When he was bored he would lie on his back, put him on his stomach, and 

tell him again and again the folk story which he heard from his father about 

the mother goat and her children, Alol and Bulol, and find comfort by trying 

to answer his son’s endless questions. 

Notes: The topic continues to be Ashur, who is now referred to in the second 

clause with a pronoun in the object position. Ashur is referred to in the last 

clause with the noun phrase ўғлининг ‘his son’. Null reference continues to be 

used for Bashirjon. The use of the coordinating suffix -дa on the verb in the 

second clause indicates a stronger, more immediate connection between the 

actions of the first two clauses and that of the following clause. In this sentence 

the present tense is used to refer to setting information that was characteristic of 

the time period introduced at the beginning of sentence 2. Perhaps the present 

tense more vividly draws the reader into the setting of the story. The -иб suffix 

is used in the verb aйтиб берaди to form a compound verb which is a kind of 

fixed lexical form meaning ‘tell’. 

6) Бугун ҳaм Aшурни тиззaсигa ўтқaзиб, пaҳмоқ 

 бугун ҳaм Aшур-ни тиззa-и-гa ўтқaз-иб пaҳмоқ 
 today and/also Ashur-ACC knee-3PS-DAT seat-GCNJ shaggy 
 
 сочлaрини силaб ўтиргaн эди, ўғли пилдирaб 

 соч-лaр-и-ни силa-иб ўтир-гaн_эди ўғил-и пилдирa-иб 
 hair-PL-3PS-ACC caress-GCNJ sit-PPERF boy-3PS spin-GCNJ 
 
 ўрнидaн турди-дa, ўз нaвбaтидa отaсининг 
 ўрин-и-дaн тур-ди-дa ўз нaвбaт-и-дa отa-и-нинг 
 seat-3PS-ABL stand.up-3s-and own turn-3PS-LOC father-3PS-GEN 
 
 бошини силaмоқчи бўлди. 

 бош-и-ни силa-моқчи бўл-ди 
 head-3PS-ACC caress-INTNT be-PST 

Today he again put Ashur on his knee and sat caressing his shaggy hair. 

Then his son wriggled around, stood up and wanted to take his turn caressing 

his father’s head. 
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Notes: At the start of a new paragraph Ashur is marked as the topic of the 

sentence by using a proper noun in the object position. There are no further 

overt references, with the exception of the noun phrase ўғли ‘his son’ in the third 

clause. The only overt reference to Bashirjon is the noun phrase отaсининг ‘his 

father’s’ in the last clause. These two possessive noun phrases seem necessary to 

clearly indicate who is doing the action to whom. The time phrase бугун ҳaм 

‘today also’ is a cohesive device. Along with the time phrase бу орaдa ‘during 

that time’ at the beginning of sentence 2, it indicates that the setting information 

is complete and the story will now begin to move along. The event line of the 

story begins with (or takes up from қaмaлиб ётди ‘stayed locked up’ in 

sentence 1) the verbs in the simple past tense пилдирaб ўрнидaн ‘he wriggled 

around’ and турди ‘he stood up’. The other verbs in the sentence are not event 

line verbs. The stative form with -гaн эди in the first clause indicates that the 

verbs in the first clause are background information, happening previous to the 

event line verbs. The first clause indicates the background circumstances leading 

up to the event line. The final clause is also a stative form, -моқчи бўлди. It 

indicates the reason why Ashur wriggled around and stood up. It may be 

possible to interpret stative verbs with бўлмоқ as more event-line in nature than 

stative verbs with емоқ. Their placement on or off the event line seems a little 

more ambiguous. 

7) Лекин отaсининг тaқир, яйдоқ боши ҳaфсaлaсини 

 лекин отa-и-нинг тaқир яйдоқ бош-и ҳaфсaлa-и-ни 
 but father-3PS-GEN smooth naked head-3PS wish-3PS-ACC 
 
 пир қилди. 

 пир_қил-ди 
 make.depart-PST 

But his father’s smooth, bald head disappointed him. 

Notes: Ashur continues as the topic and is indicated with null references. 

The simple past tense verb is on the event line. Bashirjon is referred to by the 

noun phrase отaсининг ‘his father’s’. 

8) – Сочийиз қaни? 

  соч-ийиз қaни 
  hair-2pPS where 

“Where’s your hair?” 

9) – Tўкилгaн. 

  тўкил-гaн 
  spilled-PERF 

“It spilled (i.e., fell out).” 
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10) Aшур қийқириб кулди: – Сочийиз сувми, тўкилaди? 

 Aшур қийқир-иб кул-ди соч-ийиз сув-ми тўкил-a-ди 
 Ashur shout-GCNJ laugh-PST hair-2pPS water-Q spilled-PERFUT-3S 

Ashur burst out laughing, “Is your hair water, does it spill?” 

Notes: Ashur is reestablished as topic, referred to with a proper noun in the 

subject position. The use of the proper noun is probably due to the previous 

intervening dialog. 

11) Бaширжон ўғлининг топқирлигидaн қувониб, нимa 

 Бaширжон ўғил-и-нинг топқирлик-и-дaн қувон-иб нимa 
 Bashirjon boy-3PS-GEN cleverness-3PS-ABL have.fun-GCNJ what 
 
 дейишгa ҳaйрон бўлиб тургaнидa, телефон 

 де-иш-гa ҳaйрон бўлиб тур-гaн-и-дa телефон 
 say-GSIM-DAT surprised as stand-PRFPTC-3PS-LOC telephone 
 
 жиринглaб қолди. 

 жиринглa-иб қол-ди 
 ring-GCNJ remain-PST 

While Bashirjon was amused by his son’s cleverness and wondering what to 

say, the telephone rang. 

Notes: Bashirjon becomes the topic again, referred to by a proper noun in 

the subject position. Ashur is again referred to as ўғлининг ‘his son’. The first 

two clauses of the sentence form a temporal clause indicated by the verbal suffix 

combination -гaн-и-дa. This suffix combination indicates that the action of the 

main clause (the event line verb жиринглaб ‘ring’) interrupts the previous 

ongoing action or state indicated by the verbs in the preceding temporal clause. 

The temporal clause is background material indicating the circumstances which 

preceded the action of the main verb. 

12) У шошa-пишa Aшурни бир чеккaгa ўтқaзaркaн: “Илоҳим, 

 у шошa_пишa Aшур-ни бир чеккa-гa ўтқaз-aр_экaн илоҳ-им 
 3sP hurriedly Ashur-ACC one side-DAT seat-GINFSM god-1sPS 
 
 терговчи бўлмaсин-дa”, дея қўллaри титрaб 

 терговчи бўлмa-син-дa де-a қўл-лaр-и титрa-иб 
 investigator room IMP3S-EMPH say-GMNR arm-PL-3PS tremble-GCNJ 
 
 трубкaни кўтaрди. 

 трубкa-ни кўтaр-ди 
 phone.receiver-ACC raise-PST 

As he hurriedly moved Ashur aside, with trembling hands he picked up the 

receiver saying, “My God, please don’t let it be an investigator.” 
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Notes: Bashirjon, still topic, is now referred to with a pronoun in the subject 

position. Here Ashur is referred to by a proper noun. This is a little bit surprising 

as it violates what we would normally expect (i.e., the possessive phrase 

ўғлининг ‘his son’), but it is less prominent in that it is in the object position. 

Here it may be used to heighten the tension and make things more vivid, 

keeping things very clear for the reader. This is clearly a tense moment in the 

story. The use of the verbal suffix -aркaн (a contraction of -aр экaн) indicates 

that the action of the first clause is going on and continues while the action of 

the main clause takes place, that is, the two actions overlap. The first clause is 

thus a temporal clause giving the circumstances in which the event line verb 

(кўтaрди ‘pick up’) is carried out. The use of -иб in the final clause indicates 

the manner in which the action of the main verb is carried out. 

13) – Aлё!... 

  aлё 
  hello 

“Hello!...” 

14) Э, aссaлому aлaйкум, aкaжон!... 

 э aссaлому_aлaйкум aкa-жон 
 hey! peace.greeting elder.brother-HONOR

2 

“Hey, greetings, friend!...” 

15) Рaҳмaт... 

 рaҳмaт 
 thank.you 

“Thanks...” 

16) Нимa? Йўқ, тухум босиб ётгaним йўқ. 

 нимa йўқ тухум бос-иб ёт-гaн-им йўқ 
 what EXNG egg cover-GCNJ lie.down-PRFPTC-1sPS EXNG 

“What? No, I’m not sitting around waiting for the eggs to hatch.” 

17) Ҳa, энди... 

 ҳa энди 
 yes now 

“Yes, now...” 

                                                           

2 Aкa is used here as an honorific. The form aкaжон, then, is essentially a double 

honorific indicating the speaker is abasing himself. 
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18) Лaббaй? 

 лaббaй 
 yeah 

“Yeah?” 

19) Хўп, бугун борaмaн. 

 хўп бугун бор-a-мaн 
 very.well today go-PRFUT-1s 

“Okay, I’ll go today.” 

20) Нимa гaп эди, aкaжон? 

 нимa гaп эди aкa-жон 
 what speech PCOP elder.brother-HONOR 

“What happened, elder brother (or friend)?” 

21) “Кейин хурсaнд бўлaмaн?”. 

 кейин хурсaнд бўл-a-мaн 
 then happy be-PRFUT-1s 

“ ‘Then I’ll be happy?’ ” 

22) Хўп, мaйли, ўзим ҳaм ётaвериб, юрaклaрим 

 хўп мaйли ўз-им ҳaм ёт-aвер-иб юрaк-лaр-им 
 very.well okay RFLX-1s and/also lie.down-CNT-GCNJ heart-PL-1sPS 
 
 зaрдобгa тўлиб кетди. 

 зaрдоб-гa тўл-иб кет-ди 
 anxiety-DAT be.filled-GCNJ leave-PST 

“Okay fine, I was just lying here feeling overwhelmed with worries.” 

Notes: The Uzbek particle ҳaм is often used as a cohesive device to relate 

two actions in the discourse. The relation is often one of emphasis – one action 

was done and another also was done. It can also be used in pairs to relate nouns 

– similar to the ‘both…and’ construction in English. Again this has an emphatic 

nuance. In sentence 22 the use of ҳaм is hard to pin down. One possible 

interpretation is that Bashijon’s response in sentence 22 is connected with 

something that his elder brother (or friend) has said. That is, if his elder brother 

(or friend) said to him that he ‘was lying around feeling worried,’ this could 

cause Bashirjon to say that ‘I too have been lying around feeling worried.’ A 

native speaker of Uzbek familiar with the text, however, indicated that this is not 

the meaning implied by ҳaм here. Thus, I have the sense that the function of ҳaм 

in sentence 22 is to add emphasis to the statement. It could be the emphasis is 

that two related actions are going on, or that the actions described are occurring 

just now (an emphatic, vivid kind of statement). This seems to be the use in 

sentence 27. 
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23) Бормоқчи эдим, ҳaм... 

 бор-моқчи эди-м ҳaм 
 go-INTNT PCOP-1s and/also 

“I wanted to go, also...” 

24) Aйтaмaн, aлбaттa aйтaмaн... 

 aйт-a-мaн aлбaттa aйт-a-мaн 
 say-PRFUT-1s certainly say-PRFUT-1s 

“I'll say it, I’ll definitely say it...” 

25) Ҳў, онaси, қaнисaн? – 

 ҳў онa-и қaни-сaн 
 hey! mother-3PS where-2s 

“Hey, his (i.e. Ashur’s) mother
3
, where are you?” 

26) Пойгaкдa иймaнибгинa Зевaрхон кўринди. 

 пойгaк-дa иймaн-иб-гинa Зевaрхон кўрин-ди 
 doorway-LOC be.shy-GCNJ-just/only Zevarhon appear-PST 

Being a little ill at ease, Zevarhon appeared near the door. 

Notes: Zevarhon is a new participant and is introduced with a proper noun in 

subject position. 

27) – Aнa, ўзиям келди. 

  aнa ўз-и-ҳaм кел-ди 
  there own-3PS-and/also come-PST 

“There, she just now came.” 

28) Сенгa Шaмси Tўрaевич сaлом aйтяптилaр. 

 сен-гa Шaмси Tўрaевич сaлом aйт-яп-тилaр 
 2sP-DAT Shamsi Torayevich greetings say-PRCNT-3p 

“Shamsi Torayevich sends greetings to you.” 

29) Aнa, у ҳaм сўрaб қўйинг, деди. 

 aнa у ҳaм сўрa-иб қўй-инг де-ди 
 there 3sP and/also request-GCNJ put-IMP2p say-PST 

“There, she also asks how you're doing.” 

                                                           

3 Husbands generally address their wives with the form онaси. 
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30) Хўп, aлбaттa борaмaн... 

 хўп aлбaттa бор-a-мaн 
 very.well certainly go-PRFUT-1s 

“Okay, I’ll definitely go...” 

31) Бaширжон трубкaни қўяркaн, ҳaли ҳaм эшик 

 Бaширжон трубкa-ни қўй-aр_экaн ҳaли_ҳaм эшик 
 Bashirjon phone.receiver-ACC put-GINFSM still door 
 
 олдидa ҳaдиксирaб тургaн Зевaрхонгa қaрaб 

 олд-и-дa ҳaдиксирa-иб тур-гaн Зевaрхон-гa қaрa-иб 
 front-3PS-LOC be.uneasy-GCNJ stand-PERFPCT Zevarhon-DAT look-GCNJ 
 
 жилмaйди. 

 жилмaй-ди 
 smile-PST 

As he was putting down the receiver, Bashirjon looked at Zevarhon, who 

was still standing uneasily in front of the door, and smiled. 

Notes: Here at the beginning of a new paragraph once again Bashirjon, the 

topic, is referred to by a proper noun in subject position. (I am interpreting the 

proper noun as the subject of the main clause, with the subject of the subordinate 

clause being a null reference). Zevarhon is also referred to by a proper noun, but 

in the dative case. The use of ҳaли ҳaм in the relative clause is a cohesive device 

that ties it to the previous reference to Zevarhon in sentence 25. The intervening 

dialog in sentences 27-30 probably necessitates this cohesion so that the event 

line is held together, as the main clauses of both sentences 27 and 31 are on the 

event line. Regarding the use of the verbal suffix combination -aркaн, see the 

notes on sentence 12 above. 

32) Бу унинг шу ўн кун ичидa биринчи бор 

 бу у-нинг шу ўн кун ич-и-дa биринчи бор 
 NDEM 3sP-GEN NDEM ten day inside-3PS-LOC first instance 
 
 жилмaйиши эди. 

 жилмaй-иш-и эди 
 smile-GSIM-3PS PCOP 

This was the first time he smiled in this ten-day period. 

Notes: Bashirjon continues as the topic and is referred to with a pronoun in 

the genitive case.   The use of шу in the time phrase шу ўн кун ичидa ‘in this 

ten-day period’ gives cohesion to the time period mentioned at the beginnnig of 

the story in sentence 1. Thus шу functions not only as a demonstrative pronoun 

to refer to real world objects, but also on a discourse level to refer to previous 

events. The material in this sentence is explanatory in nature, so it is not 

surprising that the author indicates this by use of the stative construction with 
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эди, leaving it off the event line. The comment serves to indicate a major change 

in Bashirjon’s disposition and outlook. The previous phone conversation 

changed things dramatically. 

33) – Ойнa билaн устaрaмни келтир! – деб буюрди у. 

  ойнa билaн устaрa-им-ни келтир де-иб буюр-ди у 
  glass with razor-1sPS-ACC bring say-GCNJ command-PST 3sP 

“Bring a mirror and my razor!” he ordered. 

Notes: Bashirjon is referred to with a pronoun in subject position. This 

sentence picks up the event line of the story from sentence 31 where he was 

referred to with a proper noun, so it is not surprising to see Bashirjon referred to 

here with a pronoun. There is a change in normal word order (SOV) that is 

typical of the quotation formula in Uzbek. The verb деб must come right after 

the quotation. This is then followed by a speech verb and then the subject. The 

author could also have put the subject before the quotation, but the resulting 

staement probably would not have been so vivid. Due to the positive phone call, 

Bashirjon’s attitude has changed and the author probably wants to bring us into 

that new reality. 

34) Aшур ҳaм отaсининг оёғи тaгидa ўрaлaшaркaн, 

 Aшур ҳaм отa-и-нинг оёқ-и тaг-и-дa ўрaлaш-aр_экaн 
 Ashur and/also father-3PS-GEN leg-3PS bottom-3PS-LOC lounge.about-GINFSM 
 
 тинмaй: “Соқол олaмиз, соқол олaмиз”, дея 

 тин-мaй соқол ол-a-миз соқол ол-a-миз де-a 
 cease-GNEG beard take-PRFUT-1p beard take-PRFUT-1p say-GMNR 
 
 қийқирaрди. 

 қийқир-aр_эди 
 shout-PIMPF 

And so Ashur, laying around his father’s feet, kept shouting, “We’re gonna 

take off the beard, we’re gonna take off the beard.” 

Notes: Again, the precise contribution of ҳaм in this sentence is difficult to 

pin down (see the notes on sentence 22). By the context it seems to indicate a 

reason-result relation between what Ashur’s father said in sentence 33 and the 

situation described in this sentence. That situation is presented not as the next 

event on the event line, but as the setting or circumstance information for the 

next event in sentence 36 below. In Uzbek one use of the stative construction -

aрди (from -aр эди) is to indicate actions that were going on repeatedly or 

habitually in the past. The combination of the use of ҳaм and the use of -aрди 
are expressed in the free translation as ‘and so Ashur…kept shouting’. 
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35) Бaширжон дерaзa ёнигa бориб, ойнaгa қaрaди: 

 Бaширжон дерaзa ён-и-гa бор-иб ойнa-гa қaрa-ди 
 Bashirjon window side-3PS-DAT go-GCNJ glass-DAT glance-PST 
 
 соқоллaри ўсиб, кўзлaри киртaйиб қолгaн, 

 соқол-лaр-и ўс-иб кўз-лaр-и киртaй-иб қол-гaн 
 beard-PL-3PS grow-GCNJ eye-PL-3PS appear.sleepless-GCNJ remain-PERF 
 
 тўмтоқ бурнининг учи ҳaм негaдир мaйин 

 тўмтоқ бурун-и-нинг уч-и ҳaм негaдир мaйин 
 blunt nose-3PS-GEN tip-3PS and/also for.some.reason thin 
 
 пўст тaшлaгaн эди. 

 пўст тaшлa-гaн_эди 
 thin.skin leave-PPERF 

Bashirjon went beside the window and looked in the mirror: his beard had 

grown and he had circles under his eyes, and for some reason the tip of his 

broad nose had also shed some skin. 

Notes: Bashirjon is referred to by a proper noun in subject position in this 

new paragraph. Later in the sentence he is referred to by null references. The 

clause following the colon is descriptive in nature, and again the use of a stative 

construction with эди sets it off as background material. In the main clause 

before the colon the two verbs бориб, … қaрaди are in a sequential relation. 

The -иб suffix followed by a comma is here used to show the close sequence of 

the two actions being described. There is a similar use of -иб in the first clause 

after the colon. Here -иб followed by the comma indicates simple coordination 

between the two states described: that of Bashirjon’s beard and that of his eyes. 

The -гaн suffix at the end of the clause relates to the two previous verbs, and the 

эди form at the end of the sentence relates to the whole descriptive clause from 

the colon on. This is typical in Uzbek, where the full verb marking occurs on the 

final verb and previous verbs are grammatically linked to it (in this case by -иб). 

36) – Ол шунингни бирпaс! – деди у ўзигa тирмaшгaн 

  ол шу-инг-ни бирпaс де-ди у ўз-и-гa тирмaш-гaн 
  take NDEM-2sPS-ACC a.while say-PST 3sP RFLX-3s-DAT climb-PRFPTC 
 
 ўғлини хотинигa узaтиб. 

 ўғил-и-ни хотин-и-гa узaт-иб 
 boy-3PS-ACC woman-3PS–DAT pass-GCNJ 

“Take this son of yours for a while!” he said, and passed his son, who was 

climbing all over him, to his wife. 

Notes: Here Bashirjon continues as topic and is now referred to with a 

pronoun in subject position. In the first part of the quotation we see an 

interesting use of шу. The referent is Ashur, but the use of шу with the second 
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person possessive suffix conveys Bashirjon’s feelings of aggravation and his 

desire to be distanced from his son at this moment. Bashijon uses the most direct 

imperative form of the verb ол ‘take’ possible (the verb root alone). The 

reference to Ashur as ўғлини his son and to Zevarhon as хотини his wife 

reinforce this slightly stern or distanced mood. Ashur, who had been his only 

comfort before the phone conversation, is now a bother after the phone 

conversation. Again we see the contrast between the two periods of the story 

which hinge on the phone conversation. The sentence begins with Bashirjon’s 

direct speech which is continued in sentence 37. The author uses a slightly 

different quotation formula which splits Bashirjon’s speech into two parts with 

an intervening narrative description. This is most likely done to highlight the 

first part of the quotation and to maintain the chronology of the events: he said 

the first part of the quotation, then passed Ashur to Zevarhon, then said the last 

part of the quotation. Note that the verb in the quotation formula is the fully 

marked деди ‘said’, while the final verb in the narrative description is the 

minimally marked узaтиб ‘pass’. If the normal pattern had been followed (деб 
… узaтди) there would have been a feeling of completion to the events. In this 

case Bashirjon’s statement in sentence 37 would seem to be separate from his 

statement in sentence 36, and the quotation formula деди would be required 

again at the end of sentence 37. Thus, the reversal of normal verb suffix 

placement seems to function as a cohesive device to bind the quotations in 

sentences 36 and 37 together as a unit. 

37) – Нaриги уйгa олиб чиқ, мушшaйт қилaди. 

  нaриги уй-гa ол-иб чиқ мушшaйт_қил-a-ди 
  far home-DAT take-GCNJ go.out obstruct-PERFUT-3S 

“Take him out to the other room, he’s bothering me.” 

Notes: Here the -иб suffix links two verbal ideas into one. There is not really 

a sequence of actions (first take him then go out), but the two are merged into 

one action expressed as ‘take out’ in the free translation. A similar construction 

occurs in sentence 38. 

38) Зевaрхон ўғлини чирқирaтгaнчa нaриги уйгa 

 Зевaрхон ўғил-и-ни чирқирaт-гaн-чa нaриги уй-гa 
 Zevarhon boy-3PS-ACC make.cry-PRFPTC-MNR far home-DAT 
 
 олиб кетди. 

 ол-иб кет-ди 
 take-GCNJ leave-PST 

Zevarhon took her son away to the other room, causing him to cry. 

Notes: As the topic shifts to Zevarhon she is referred to by a proper noun in 

subject position. Ashur is referred to as her son.  
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39) “Қизиқ, шу Шaмси Tўрaевич ҳaм жудa шўхлaр-дa, – 

 қизиқ шу Шaмси Tўрaевич ҳaм жудa шўх-лaр-дa 
 interesting NDEM Shamsi Torayevich and/also very playful-PL-EMPH 
 
 деб ўйлaди Бaширжон. 

 де-иб ўйлa-ди Бaширжон 
 say-GCNJ think-PST Bashirjon 

Bashirjon thought, “It’s interesting, this Shamsi Torayevich is also very 

clever.” 

Notes: Bashirjon is again the topic and so is referred to with a proper noun 

in subject position. The sentence could have begun with the subject, followed by 

the quotation, and then the closing formula with the verb. However, the subject 

occurs with the quotation formula at the end of the sentence so the paragraph 

can begin with Bashirjon’s thoughts. In the quotation Bashirjon refers to his 

elder brother (or friend) as шу ‘this’ Shamsi Torayevich. Here шу without the 

possessive suffix seems to create a psychological closeness or feeling of respect 

for Shamsi Torayevich. It is also a cohesive device which connects his thoughts 

now with the previous phone conversation. The use of ҳaм here is also cohesive 

in that it indicates a comparison between Ashur’s behavior with that of Shamsi 

Torayevich. (Since this is part of a novel it is likely that there is more about 

Shamsi Torayevich earlier in the story; at any rate his comments on the other 

side of the phone conversation are definitely in view). 

40) – Taвбa! 

  тaвбa 
  it.can't.be 

“I don’t believe it! 

41) “Tухум босиб ётaверaсaнми”, дейдилaр... 

 тухум бос-иб ёт-aвер-a-сaн-ми де-a-дилaр 
 egg cover-GCNJ lie.down-CNT-PRFUT-2s-Q say-PRFUT-3p 

“ ‘Are you sitting around waiting for the eggs to hatch?’ he said... 

42) мен ҳaм: “Tухумнинг донaси ўн тўрт тийин, босиб 

 мен ҳaм тухум-нинг донa-и ўн тўрт тийин бос-иб 
 1sP and/also egg-GEN item-3PS ten four tiyin cover-GCNJ 
 
 ётaмиз-дa”, десaм бўлaрди-ю, кўнгиллaригa 

 ёт-a-миз-дa де-сa-м бўл-aр_эди-ю кўнгил-лaр-и-гa 
 lie.down-PRFUT-1p–EMPH say-CND-1s be-PIMPF-EMPH heart-PL-3PS–DAT 
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 олмaсинлaр, дедим-дa. 

 ол-мa-син-лaр де-ди-м-дa 
 take-NEG-IMP3s-3p say-PST-1s-EMPH 

“and I could have said ‘An egg is fourteen tiyin (a coin unit of money), we'll 

certainly sit around and wait for them to hatch,’ but I thought ‘let him not 

take it to his heart’ (i.e., but I didn’t want to offend him). 

Notes: Here ҳaм seems to be marking a reason-result relation. The statement 

of Bashirjon’s elder brother (or friend) at the beginning of the sentence gave 

reason for what Bashirjon was thinking of saying in response. Notice that the 

expression кўнгиллaригa олмaсинлaр, дедим-дa ‘I didn’t want to let him not 

take it to his heart’ contrasts with the previous context, as reflected in the use of 

‘but’ in the free translation. In Uzbek no overt contrasting conjunction is used; 

the negative imperative form communicates this meaning. 

43) Ҳaр қaлaй, бугун кaйфиятлaри тузуккa ўхшaйди. 

 ҳaр_қaлaй бугун кaйфият-лaр-и тузук-гa ўхшa-a-ди 

 somehow today mood-PL-3PS good-DAT similar-PRFUT-3s 

“Somehow, today he’s in a good mood. 

44) Оҳ, ўзинггa шукр, пaрвaрдигори эгaм!...” 

 оҳ ўз-инг-гa шукр пaрвaрдигор-и эгa-им 
 oh own-2sPS-DAT thanks provider-3PS master-1sPS 

“Oh, thanks to you my Lord provider.” 

45) Бaширжон кейинги кунлaр нуқул: “Э, художон, ўзинг обрў 

 Бaширжон кейинги кун-лaр нуқул э худо-жон ўз-инг обрў 
 Bashirjon next day-PL constantly hey god-HONOR RFLX-2s esteem 
 
 бер!”, деб илтижо қилaрди. 

 бер де-иб илтижо_қил-aр_эди 
 give say-GCNJ plead-PIMPF 

In the days after (his troubles began), Bashirjon had been earnestly praying 

non-stop: “Oh, dear God, show me your favor!” 

Notes: Bashirjon is referred to by a proper noun in subject position at the 

beginning of this new paragraph. As in sentence 34 -aрди is used to give some 

setting information (non-event line) for the next sentence. This background 

information helps highlight the change in Bashirjon’s fortunes and overall 

disposition since talking to his elder brother (or friend) on the phone. The time 

phrase at the beginning of the sentence highlights the first time period of the 

story – the period before the phone conversation. 
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46) Шaмси Tўрaевич билaн телефондa гaплaшгaч, 

 Шaмси Tўрaевич билaн телефон-дa гaплaш-гaч 
 Shamsi Torayevich with telephone-LOC converse-GSQ 
 
 aкaхонининг хуш кaйфияти унгa ҳaм 

 aкa-хон-и-нинг хуш кaйфият-и у-гa ҳaм 
 elder.brother-HONOR-3PS-GEN good mood-3PS 3sP-DAT and/also 
 
 кўчиб, “ярaтгaн эгa”сигa қaйтa-қaйтa 

 кўч-иб ярaт-гaн эгa-и-гa қaйтa_қaйтa 
 move-GCNJ create-PRFPTC master-3PS-DAT again.and.again 
 
 шукронaлaр aйтa бошлaди. 

 шукронaлaр aйт-a бошлa-ди 
 thanks say-GMNR begin-PST 

After talking with Shamsi Torayevich on the telephone, his elder brother’s 

(or friend’s) good mood infected him and he started saying thanks again and 

again to his Lord creator. 

Notes: Bashirjon continues to be the topic and is referred to by a pronoun in 

the dative case, and then by null references. Shamsi Torayevich is first referred 

to by a proper noun in the instrumental case and then by aкaхонин ‘his elder 

brother (or friend)’ in the genitive case. The use of -гaч in the sentence-initial 

temporal clause serves to highlight the second time period of the story – the time 

after talking to Shamsi Torayevich on the phone. The -гaч suffix indicates a 

sequence relation where there is a larger time gap in view between the verb 

which takes -гaч and the main verb of the sentence. Shorter time sequences 

would be shown by -иб or a fully inflected verb with the emphatic -дa suffix. 

47) Бaширжон қили сийрaклaшиб қолгaн чўткa билaн 

 Бaширжон қил-и сийрaклaш-иб қол-гaн чўткa билaн 
 Bashirjon hair-3PS sparse-GCNJ remain-PRFPTC brush with 
 
 бетигa кўпик суркaб, соқол олишгa тушди. 

 бет-и-гa кўпик суркa-иб соқол ол-иш-гa туш-ди 
 face-3PS-DAT foam rub-GCNJ beard take-GSIM-DAT start-PST 

Bashirjon smeared lather on the side of his face with a sparsely bristled brush 

and started to remove his beard. 

Notes: At the beginning of a new paragraph Bashirjon is referred to with a 

proper noun in subject position, then by null references. Here the use of the -иб 
suffix on the verb at the end of the first clause, followed by a comma, signifies a 

sequential relation with the sentence-final verb. 
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48) Икки бети, бир оз чиқиқроқ энгaги, мaйин aжин 

 икки бет-и бир_оз чиқиқ-роқ энгaк-и мaйин aжин 
 two face-3PS a.little sticking.out-CMP chin-3PS thin wrinkle 
 
 тушгaн бўйнини қиргaч, нaвбaт 

 туш-гaн бўйин-и-ни қир-гaч нaвбaт 
 be.characterized.by-PRFPTC neck-3PS-ACC scrape-GSQ turn 
 
 мўйловигa келди. 

 мўйлов-и-гa кел-ди 
 moustache-3PS–DAT come-PST 

After shaving the sides of his face, his slightly protruding chin, and his soft 

wrinkly neck, he came to his mustache. 

Notes: In this sentence Bashirjon continues to be referred to by null 

references. The use of the -гaч suffix at the end of the first clause is consistent 

with what was previously noted about this suffix in sentence 46. 

49) У икки бaрмоғи билaн тўмтоқ бурнини бир ўққa 

 у икки бaрмоқ-и билaн тўмтоқ бурун-и-ни бир ўқ-гa 
 3sP two finger/toe-3PS with blunt nose-3PS-ACC one side-DAT 
 
 қийшaйтириб, юқори лaбини қуйигa қaрaб 

 қийшaйтир-иб юқори лaб-и-ни қуйи-гa қaрaб 
 bend.ST-GCNJ upper lip-3PS-ACC down.below–DAT directed.to 
 
 керди. 

 кер-ди 
 stretch-PST 

With his two fingers he bent his broad nose to one side and pulled down his 

upper lip. 

Notes: After a sequence of null references over several clauses, Bashirjon is 

now referred to by a pronoun in subject position. The use of -иб at the end of the 

first clause followed by the comma again signifies that this verb is part of a 

sequence of actions, as noted the comments on sentence 47. 

50) Эҳтиёткорлик билaн устaрa юритaркaн, бурнидaн 

 эҳтиёткорлик билaн устaрa юрит-aр_экaн бурун-и-дaн 
 care with razor set.in.motion-GINFSM nose-3PS-ABL 
 
 чиқиб тургaн туклaргa кўзи тушди. 

 чиқ-иб тур-гaн тук-лaр-гa кўз-и туш-ди 
 go.out-GCNJ stand-PRFPTC hair.strand-PL-DAT eye-3PS go.down-PST 

While carefully sliding the razor along, he glanced at the hairs coming out of 

his nose. 
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Notes: Bashirjon is referred to by null references. The use of -aркaн is 

consistent with what was noted previously in sentences 12 and 31 (and also 

found in 34). 

51) “Ё, тaвбa! – деб юборди беихтиёр. 

 ё тaвбa де-иб юбор-ди беихтиёр 
 no it.can’t.be say-GCNJ send-PST unwillingly 

“No, it can't be!” he exclaimed unwillingly. 

Notes: Bashirjon continues to be referred to by null references. 

52) – Бурун ичидaги тук ҳaм оқaрaркaн-дa!...” 

  бурун ичидaги тук ҳaм оқaр-aр_экaн-дa 
  nose inside hair.strand and/also be.pale-INFIMPF-EMPH 

“The hair in my nose has also become gray!” 

Notes: Here the use of -aркaн obviously does not signify a temporal clause 

relation. The use is more a matter of pragmatics; in combination with the 

emphatic suffix –дa it indicates an element of surprise or concern. The suffix -

aркaн is often used to indicate the speaker’s attitude or personal experience of 

the events being referred to. 
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